
Hei-PROCESS - The lab of the future starts here.



How it works

Avoid repetitive tasks, increase reproducibility, and reduce data loss.

Plug & play - All Heidolph lab devices with a digital
interface and several sensors are ready to use*.

Easily design
worfklows in

your browser
and let

connected
devices

automatically
execute them.

All generated
data are
automatically
saved in the
cloud and are
accesible
remotely.

*All compatible devices are listed here.

http://ospin.de/core


Workflow editor

A workflow is
composed of
phases. Phases can
grouped in loops
that iterates for a
number of times
defined by the user.
Phase transitions
are time-based,
manual, or
condition based
(e.g. if the

temperature is > X,

then go to the next

phase).

In each phase all actuator and controller settings can be
redefined (e.g. rotational speed, temperature, etc.)



A gateway with a licence key
The lab device(s) you requested

From us you get:

Connect the gateway to the internet
and the device(s) to the gateway.

Enter the licence key and start
designing workflows in your
browser that are then
automatically executed by the
connected devices.

How to start

STEP 1 STEP 2



Available solutions

Core

Up to 6 workflows can run in
parallel
Devices can only be used
independently - 1
device/workflow
Any device having a digital
interface can be integrated

Expert

Unlimited number of devices
are combined to automate
your most complex workflows
New functionalities can be
created out of existing
devices (IoT) 



Expert example

a vessel containing an alkaline solution and a vessel containing an acidic solution,
two pumps,
a pH sensor,
a magnetic stirrer.

connect the devices to the gateway,
tell the software the pH you want to have,
watch your desired pH being reached and 

Let's assume you want to automatically control the pH of your experiment. 

Devices needed:

Required steps:

       staying stable.

Some other combinations are listed here. You did not find any suitable setup? Tell us
the workflow you would like to automate and we will find a a device combination for it!

http://ospin.de/expert


Your benefits

Affordable - For the basic license only a one-time payment of 2.500€ is
required.

Easy to start with - There is no need to convert your whole IT organization
to our software or to buy expensive equipment. Start with a simple setup
and add more devices along then way.

Safe - All data are saved on servers in your country and are protected by
state-of-the-art technology. Of course you can also download all data.

Easy to use - With an introduction of less than 1h you are fit to start using
our web app.

Open  - Our offer of supported devices is growing every day and includes
Heidolph devices as well as devices of other manufacturers.
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